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Along with the real estate industry of our country expanded constantly, the 
projects of decoration company increased dramatically. With the development of 
computer and internet technology, the development of information technology 
becomes rapidly too, the industry of decoration has been widely recognized by the 
masses, however. in the traditional decoration management way, this will block the 
development of decoration industry. Therefore, the use of network technology and 
information technology to the traditional decoration management has been 
re-designed, which is significance. 
This dissertation developed the operation plan management system of decoration 
company to solve above problems, the operation plan management system of 
decoration company was developed by using B/S architecture, improving work 
efficiency and operating costs. The main contents are as follows: 
Through the communication with administrative management and practical 
operation personnel in the decoration company, I acknowledge the overall business 
demand of the operation plan management system, confirm the overall process of the 
system and use UML to analysis the detailed business demand of the system, 
obtaining the functional and nonfunctional demand of the system. Then I develop the 
operation plan management system in the decoration company based on B/S model. 
The method of the development approach is from bottom to top and the technology of 
the development is ASP.NET Web, which is easy for development and deployment, 
high security and efficiency. MVC frame was added to the process of system design, 
which realizes the separation between business logic and page in the process and 
improves the maintenance, expansion and usability of the system. Then the system 
was realized and tested after the design of operation plan management system in the 
decoration company. The realization process mainly use each functional module as a 
unit, including realization of interface and core arithmetic of functional modules, by 















black box testing method is used to testify the functional modules of the system 
thoroughly, and then it turns out that each functional module reaches the expectation 
and the system is able to fulfill the operation. 
The system enables a clearer and more normative management process of 
operation plan management work in the decoration company, saves personnel and 
management costs of municipal work, improves the daily working efficiency 
dramatically, and makes the management work of cooperative work more intelligent 
and humanity. Now the system operates well. 
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修商品房了，这样的污染就可以得到很好的治理[2]。   
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